Product Bulletin
Introduction of
improved plug
connector
in 117- CSR
electrical
equipments

In order to ensure a solid and safe connection between compressor and electrics, Secop will in the
next 2-3 months apply a diﬀerent terminal box and
cluster contacts in the 117- CSR electrical equipments. This equipment concern SC compressors.
The general size of the new plug is similar to the
previous one. From ﬁgure 1 you can see the new
terminal plastic box with a diﬀerent hole shape and
smaller size for the FUSITE ® pin holes.

Fig.1

New connector for 117 CSR electrical equipement

Fig.2

Old connector for 117 CSR electrical equipement

The cluster contacts, presently also used for inside
our motor connection to the FUSITE ®, is now used
with the new terminal box.
Reason for the smaller holes in the plastic box is
to obtain a tighter push ﬁt. Push-on force is thus
slightly increased compared to the old type.
Update of present approvals of 117- CSR equipment is not required and remains unchanged.

New Ownership of
Danfoss Household
Compressors

Munich-based industrial holding company AURELIUS AG
acquired Danfoss Household Compressors plants from the
Danfoss Group, Denmark. The agreement to take over the
Danfoss Household Compressors business was signed in
July 2010.
In connection with the new ownership Danfoss Household Compressors has changed its name to Secop GmbH.
Secop remains a close, long-term partner of the Danfoss
Group, as it will continue to sell a major part of its products and solutions, through the Danfoss Group and its
sales companies.
With more than 50 years of experience in compressor
technology and highly committed employees, our focus
is to develop and apply the advanced compressor technologies to achieve standard setting performance for
leading products and businesses around the world.
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